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Vases that impress – Balloon
Balloon is the name of a new series of mouth blown glass vases that is characterised
by curves and round shapes. The vases are a tribute to the mouth blowing craft, that
allows the creation of the most beautiful balloon shapes. The Balloon vases offer great
contrast to the more edgy designs, which also characterize our collections.
The vases have a luxurious vintage and Art Deco look. Each vase is a small sculpture
in itself, which functions beautifully even without flowers.
The balloon series consists of three styles and is available in six colours: Green, Amber,
Clear, Blue, Smoke and Burgundy.
Prices from EUR 68 to 253

A classic touch with corduroy cushions
With a love for fluted and structured surfaces, as also seen with our Loop rugs and
Sunday throws, we are now introducing a series of cushions in the most amazing
cotton corduroy. Beautiful colour combinations and a simple graphical pattern, where
the fabric is cut from different angles, bring out the very best of the corduroy.
Corduroy is a classical and durable fabric, that reminds us of memorable fashion styles
as well as trends in the interior where designs were made to last.
With two styles and several different colour combinations, that can be mixed across, it
is hard to only choose one.
EUR 120

New glass colour - Amber
We are adding some extra glow within the colour palette this season with the new
glass colour Amber. The new melting colour is introduced within selected designs: our
iconic Jewel vases, the new Balloon vases, Champagne bowls as well as City Lights
and Willy/Wilma vases. With associations to the genuine material of amber, the colour
brings out a feeling of natural pureness, that with its warmth and glow offers great
contrast to the colder colours and materials.

Coloured champagne glasses
Our popular champagne glass in clear crystal will be accompanied by four new
beautiful colours, Blue, Rose, Amber and Green. Each colour gives the glass a personal
and distinct expression, from a vintage look to a more modern feel. The stem of the
glass is clear, whereas the bowl is coloured. The champagne glasses are handmade
with the mouth blowing technique after which the characteristic faceted pattern is
added by hand. This is what you can call true craftsmanship!
EUR 40
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